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You Can Ask The Universe Anything:
Learn How To Tap Into The Infinite
Field Of Intelligence For Greater
Clarity, Power & Insight

What if you could ask any question imaginable and receive an answer direct from the universe
itself? Imagine if we could know in an instant whether something was true or not true. How much
time and energy would we save by not having to â€œtry and work it outâ€•? What if we could just
know and be done with it? How much more space, ease and fun could things be?When the right
conditions are present and when the question being asked is without bias, yes, YOU CAN ASK THE
UNIVERSE ANYTHING!By the end of this book you will know how to:1. Ask good questions and
develop a personal dialogue with the higher Self & higher consciousness, 2. Understand how to use
the â€œswayâ€• test as the primary questioning method, and3. Know how deepen your relationship
and become â€œfriendsâ€• with the higher Self & higher consciousnessWhat is outlined in this book
is a simple method, a set of techniques that helps us to â€œswitch onâ€• and helps us to establish
an open communication channel with the field of consciousness where we can confirm certain truths
for ourselves. The confirmation of certain truths will help us navigate through the trials of life for the
benefit of oneself and ultimately for the benefit of all beings.
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The opening line of "Imagine if you could ask any question imaginable and receive an answer direct
from the universe itself" says it all and then teaches us how to actually do it through
easy-to-implement practices that enable us to surpass our mind's BS and gain clarity and truth
about the big questions that are plaguing our lives.YCATUA is perfect for people who want clarity on
daily decisions, are at a crossroads in their life or are unsure whether they have made the right
choice in their journey. Overall, the practice of feeling and sensing is worthwhile in itself.In addition,
Michael drops some nuggets of gold throughout the book to help us understand more about life
such as "Learning to read the â€œvibeâ€• of things, regardless of the â€œlookâ€• greatly enhances
one's ability to make better decisions while also removing a lot of worry and stress from our
lives."Highly recommended. Give it a read, then give the practices a go - the only thing to miss out
on is the Universe's answer!

This is not a book about manifestation, but how to connect in with your higher self.Which is great,
because at the moment I am at crossroads, with conflicting advice from different people. This book
has helped me tune in to the universe/God, ask questions that I struggled with, and receive enough
clarity to make important decisions and move forward.I love how the book uses clear and simple
language in practical exercises to learn how to ask the big and small questions.Like the Sway Test
Method, and the Heart Method.I also like how the author seems to have answered many questions
that naturally came up for me as I read the book.If your looking for practical exercises to create
clarity for decision making, or to align yourself with your higher purpose, then I recommend this
book.

I really enjoyed Mikeâ€™s grounded, practical spiritual advice. I resonated with a lot of what he
discusses, including removing ourselves from our animal nature (such as violence etc) to be more in
alignment with our natural abilities to heal and be in touch with ourselves and own guidance. I like
how he guides the reader to check in with themselves about his ideas and recommendations,
leaving the reader in charge of determining the usefulness for her or himself. I like his expansive
questioning and also clear, grounded guidance on what to do in overwhelm. The â€˜swayâ€™
technique is an excellent technique to use in everyday life and to answer some of the bigger
questions in life. I felt very nourished reading this book. I highly recommend it.

This is a lovely book, with plenty of food for afterthought! Humorous and down-to-Earth, but serious

in trying to create a better world with deeper awareness. It supports and adds to what I have found
in my own spiritual awakening :-)Highly recommended!
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